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The Third Wheel (Diary Of A Wimpy Kid, Book 7)
Tom Gates is the master of excuses for late homework: dog attacks - spilt water - lightning... Tom's exercise book is full of his doodles and thoughts, as
well as comments from his long-suffering teacher, Mr Fullerman.
The Third Wheel: Diary of a Wimpy Kid (BK7)Diary of a Wimpy KidPenguin Group Australia
The brand new, laugh-out-loud, spectacular, stand-alone story from multi-million-copy bestselling author, Liz Pichon. Welcome to Shoe Town - and
meet Ruby and Bear Foot. They are running out of time to rescue their inventor dad from his hideous boss, Wendy Wedge. She'll do ANYTHING to
win the glitzy Golden Shoe Award and knows that entering flying shoes is her hot ticket to the trophy. Flying shoes that Ruby and Bear just happen to
be hiding... Get ready for a gadget-packed, wedge-of-your-feet adventure like no other!
Scare yourself silly with Rowley Jefferson's Awesome Friendly Spooky Stories by Jeff Kinney, the #1 international bestselling author of Diary of a
Wimpy Kid! Grab a flashlight, crawl under the covers, and dive into the twisted, unexpectedly hilarious world of Rowley Jefferson's imagination. You'll
meet zombies, vampires, ghosts, and much more in these comically terrifying tales. Rowley's spooky stories might leave you laughing, but beware-you
could end up sleeping with the lights on! And don't miss Rowley Jefferson's first two awesome friendly books, the instant #1 bestsellers Diary of an
Awesome Friendly Kid: Rowley Jefferson's Journal and Rowley Jefferson's Awesome Friendly Adventure!
Eat Better, Live Cleaner, Be Happier--All Without Driving Your Family Crazy!
(Best Friends Books for Kids, Elementary School Books, Early Chapter Books)
Old School
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Big Shot (Book 16)
The Third Wheel: Diary of a Wimpy Kid (BK7)

Greg records his sixth grade experiences in a middle school where he and his best friend, Rowley, undersized weaklings amid boys
who need to shave twice daily, hope just to survive, but when Rowley grows more popular, Greg must take drastic measures to save
their friendship.
Thirteen-year-old Ivy North is an adventurer. She can pitch a tent in four minutes flat, knows the local landscape like the back of her
hand, and she's an expert map reader. There's just one problem. She's afraid to go outside. But when her little brother is transformed
into a kestrel by a powerful sorcerer, Ivy is the only one who can rescue him. Following him through a mysterious hole in the garden
wall, she emerges in Underfell -- an enchanted realm that seems like the Lake District she knows, but is dangerously different.
Battling her dread of being out in the open, Ivy must gather all her courage to navigate a path across this extraordinary world, where
powerful fairies with birds' wings fly through purple skies and a ghostly spectre haunts her every step. With the help of an unexpected
new friend, can Ivy break the spell -- before her brother becomes a bird forever? An immersive and beautifully written fantasy
adventure, The Sky Beneath the Stone is a soaring journey of family, friendship, overcoming fear -- and realising that we are never as
lost as we think we are. Alex Mullarky's debut novel introduces a captivating new talent in children's fiction.
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A Valentine's Day dance at Greg's middle school has turned his world upside down until an unexpected twist gives Greg a partner for
the dance and leaves his best friend Rowley the odd man out.
Eric is eternally curious and effortlessly charming - a house guest whose approach to the world will capture your heart. This is a mini
gift edition of one of the most loved stories from the multi-award-winning, internationally lauded masterpiece Tales from Outer
Suburbia.
The Wimpy Kid Movie Diary: The Next Chapter (The Making of The Long Haul)
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Getaway
Diary of a Wimpy Kid Box of Books 1-4 Revised
Eric
Ivy and Bean Make the Rules (Book 9)
Diary of a Wimpy Kid
Traditional Chinese edition of The Third Wheel (Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Book 7) by Jeff Kinney. The middle school dance is
coming, and Greg is determined to find a partner. But will his plan succeed? In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright
Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Greg Heffley is not willing to be the odd man out. A dance at Greg's middle school has everyone scrambling to find a
partner, and Greg is determined not to be left by the wayside. So he concocts a desperate plan to find
someone--anyone!--to go with on the big night. But Greg's schemes go hilariously awry, and his only option is to attend
the dance with his best friend, Rowley Jefferson, and a female classmate as a "group of friends." But the night is long,
and anything can happen along the way. Who will arrive at the dance triumphantly, and who will end up being the third
wheel?
Seven-year-old Bean is too young to go to the camp her sister Nancy is attending, so she and her best friend Ivy decide
to create their own camp.
The Boy Who Got Accidentally Famous
The Third Wheel (Diary of a Wimpy Kid #7)
Mad River
Rowley Jefferson's Awesome Friendly Adventure

For use in schools and libraries only. The pressure's really piling up on Greg Heffley. His mom thinks video games are turning
his brain to mush, so she wants her son to put down the controller and explore his "creative side." As if that's not scary
enough, Halloween's just around the corner and the frights are coming at Greg from every angle. When Greg discovers a bag
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of gummy worms, it sparks an idea. Can he get his mom off his back by making a movie . . . and will he become rich and
famous in the process? Or will doubling down on this plan just double Greg's troubles?
Meet Pippa Morgan, a small girl with a BIG imagination, and read her hilarious diary, packed with doodle illustrations. Pippa has
a new hobby ... Ghost Hunting! Luckily, the school trip to the Isle of Wight proves the perfect opportunity to hunt out some
ghosts. With trips to a haunted castle and a midnight sleepover, Pippa is SURE she'll find something spoooooooky. But will
Pippa come face-to-face with a ghost from the past? And can she ever get the new girl in class to smile? You'll have to read her
super-scary (ish) diary to find out...
In Big Shot, book 16 of the hilarious Diary of a Wimpy Kid series from #1 international bestselling author Jeff Kinney, Greg
Heffley and sports just don't mix. After a disastrous competition at school, Greg decides that he's officially retired from ANY
kind of sport! That is, until his mom persuades him to give it one more go and makes Greg reluctantly agree to sign up for
basketball. Tryouts are a MESS, and Greg is sure he won't make the cut. But he unexpectedly lands a spot on the worst team.
As Greg and his new teammates start the season, their chances of winning even a single game look slim. But in sports,
anything can happen. When everything is on the line and the ball is in Greg's hands, will he rise to the occasion? Or will he
blow his big shot? See the Wimpy Kid World in a whole new way with the help of Greg Heffley's best friend in the instant #1
bestsellers Diary of an Awesome Friendly Kid: Rowley Jefferson's Journal, Rowley Jefferson's Awesome Friendly Adventure and
Rowley Jefferson's Awesome Friendly Spooky Stories! WHAT'S IN DIARY OF A WIMPY KID? 50% words, 50% cartoons, 100%
hilarious! Stories that all readers can't wait to get their hands on Laughter guaranteed! Have you read all the DIARY OF A
WIMPY KID series? Diary of a Wimpy Kid Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Roderick Rules Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw Diary of a
Wimpy Kid: Dog Days Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Ugly Truth Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Cabin Fever Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Third
Wheel Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Hard Luck Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Long Haul Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Old School Diary of a
Wimpy Kid: Double Down Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Getaway Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Meltdown Diary of a Wimpy Kid:
Wrecking Ball Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Big Shot - The hilarious BRAND NEW novel - pre-order now!
This slipcase contains - 'Diary of a Wimpy Kid', 'Rodrick Rules' and 'The Last Straw'.
Shoe Wars
Diary of a Wimpy Kid Collection:
Special CHEESIEST Edition
Double Down
Rowley Jefferson's Awesome Friendly Spooky Stories
The first ten books in the bestselling Diary of a Wimpy Kid series are now available together in a collectible boxed
set. Included are Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Rodrick Rules, The Last Straw, Dog Days, The Ugly Truth, Cabin Fever, The
Third Wheel, Hard Luck, The Long Haul, and Old School, all in a specially designed package.
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Relive the excitement of the first ever Moshi Monsters movie! This retelling of the adventures of Katsuma, Poppet,
Furi, Luvli, Diavlo and Zommer as they come up against Dr. Strangeglove and his dastardly schemes is the perfect
page-turner stocking filler for all Moshi Monsters fans!
A real, no-holds-barred take on making smart, healthy choices for you and your family. In Green Enough,
Mamavation blogger Leah Segedie uncovers the truth behind the food and household products that are
misleadingly labeled "all-natural" and healthy but are actually filled with chemicals and toxins. From furniture to
packaged food, Leah guides you through detoxifying your home, diet, and lifestyle, showing you how to make the
best choices possible. She exposes the brands and products that contain toxic and hormone-disrupting ingredients
and gives guidelines on choosing safer products and organic produce that are free from toxic and persistent
pesticides. She instructs you on making the move to meat, dairy, and eggs that are free of antibiotics, GMOs,
growth hormones, and dangerous pathogens. She explains at what phases of childhood children are the most
vulnerable and need more protection. And she includes delicious and kid-approved recipes to help you detoxify
your cooking routine. It’s not about being perfect or 100% clean—none of us are—it’s about being green enough.
Greg Heffley's town voluntarily unplugs and goes electronics-free, but modern life has its conveniences, and Greg
is not cut out for an old-fashioned world.
The Book of Snobs
Diary of a Wimpy Kid
Moshi Monsters - The Great Moshling Egg
Pippa Morgan's Diary: Isle of Fright
The Movie
Collects the diaries of middle-schooler Greg Heffley as he faces the challenges of growing up
without his best friend, finds himself in trouble at school, and scrambles to find a date for
the Valentine's Day dance.
A NEWER, REVISED AND EXPANDED EDITION OF THIS BOOK IS NOW AVAILABLE, The Wimpy Kid Movie Diary
(DOG DAYS EDITION). INCLUDES 32 NEW PAGES ABOUT THE THIRD WIMPY KID MOVIE, DOG DAYS, PLUS AN
ALL-NEW COVER ILLUSTRATION.
From million-copy bestselling author David Baddiel comes a laugh-out-loud story for readers of
8 and up that takes you on a roller-coaster ride of fame and friendship...
Go on a movie-making journey of epic proportions in The Wimpy Kid Movie Diary: The Next Chapter
Making a movie is a lot like going on a road trip. There are twists and turns and lots of
surprises along the way. Hit the road with author and illustrator Jeff Kinney and get a behindPage 4/9
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the-scenes look at the making of the latest 20th Century Fox movie, Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The
Long Haul. In cinemas from the 20th May. Find out what it takes to film a flock of seagulls
invading a mini-van. Learn about a robot pig and an animatronic three-year-old. And discover
everything that goes into making a feature film. Complete with exclusive set photos,
storyboards and original cartoons by Jeff Kinney. The Wimpy Kid Movie Diary: The Next Chapter
is the perfect book for anyone who's ever wondered how a movie gets made and an ideal companion
to the bestselling series. But buckle up: You're in for a wild ride.
Wimpy Collection
Hard Luck
The Wimpy Kid Movie Diary (Dog Days revised and expanded edition)
The Last Straw
Green Enough

You've never seen the Wimpy Kid World like this before - an entirely new, awesome, friendly, truly fantastic fantasy quest
from #1 international bestselling author Jeff Kinney! From the imagination of Wimpy Kid's Rowley Jefferson comes an
adventure of epic proportions! Join Roland and his best friend, Garg the Barbarian, as they leave the safety of their village
and embark on a quest to save Roland's mum from the White Warlock. Will our heroes survive? Find out in Rowley
Jefferson's Awesome Friendly Adventure! And don't miss Rowley Jefferson's first book, the instant #1 bestseller, Diary of an
Awesome Friendly Kid: Rowley Jefferson's Journal.
**Don't miss John Sandford's brand-new thriller Ocean Prey – out now** The sixth Virgil Flowers novel by internationally
bestselling author John Sandford Bonnie and Clyde, they thought. And what's-his-name, the sidekick. Three teenagers with
dead-end lives, and chips on their shoulders, and guns. The first person they killed was a highway patrolman. The second was
a woman during a robbery. Then, hell, why not keep on going? As their crime spree cuts a swath through rural Minnesota,
some of it captured on the killers' cell phones and sent to a local television station, Bureau of Criminal Apprehension
investigator Virgil Flowers joins the growing army of cops trying to run them down. But even he doesn't realize what's about
to happen next. * * * Praise for John Sandford and the Virgil Flower novels * * * ‘Along the way to the satisfying ending,
Virgil displays the rough humor and rough justice that make him such an appealing character’ Publishers Weekly on Deep
Freeze ‘A knowing portrait of small-town life layered into a very well plotted mystery. Virgil understands that, in small
towns, no one ever outgrows high school... One of the very best novels in a superior series’Booklist (starred review) on Deep
Freeze ‘Add a gripping storyline, a generous helping of exquisitely conceived characters and laugh-out-loud humor that
produce explosive guffaws, not muted chuckles, and you’re inPage
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when Flowers hits town’ Richmond Times-Dispatch on Deep Freeze ‘An outstanding novel’ Publishers Weekly (starred
review) on Escape Clause ‘Perfect entertainment’ Kirkus Reviews on Escape Clause
Collects the diaries of Greg Heffley as he faces the challenges of middle school, deals with his annoying older brother Rodrick,
and is threatened with military school.
Wimpy Kid fans can keep track of all of their tests, appointments, and activities with this one-of-a-kind planner. Features
drawings on every page favorite characters; and columns, graphs, and charts all specially designed to help users track
important notes, lists, and the information they need to survive middle school. Consumable.
Diary of a Wimpy Kid Box of Books
Diary of a Wimpy Kid Box of
Diary of a Wimpy Kid 7
The Brilliant World of Tom Gates
The Wimpy Kid

In The Third Wheel, love is in the air—but what does that mean for Greg Heffley? A Valentine's Day
dance at Greg's middle school has turned his world upside down. As Greg scrambles to find a date, he's
worried he'll be left out in the cold on the big night. His best friend, Rowley, doesn't have any
prospects either, but that's a small consolation. Then an unexpected twist gives Greg a partner for the
dance and leaves Rowly the odd man out. But a lot can happen in one night, and in the end, you never
know who's going to be lucky in love. 'Writing The Third Wheel has been a lot of fun because there's so
much humor to be mined in the world of middle school romance. When the dust settles at the end of the
seventh book, the Wimpy universe will be changed in a way that will surprise fans of the series.' says
author, Jeff Kinney.
A #1 New York Times BestsellerDiary of a Wimpy Kid SeriesGreg Heffley's on a losing streak. His best
friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding new friends in middle school is proving to be a
tough task. To change his fortunes, Greg decides to take a leap of faith and turn his decisions over to
chance. Will a roll of the dice turn things around, or is Greg's life destined to be just another hardluck story?
Love is in the air, but what does that mean for Greg Heffley? A Valentine's Day dance at Greg's school
has turned his world upside down. As Greg scrambles to find a date, he's worried he'll be left out in
the cold on the big night. His bestfriend, Rowley, doesn't have any prospects either but that's small
consolation. Then an unexpected twist gives Greg a partner for the dance and leaves Rowley the odd man
out. But a lot can happen in one night, and in the end, you never know who's going to be lucky in
love...
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Greg Heffley's on a losing streak. His best friend, Rowley Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding new
friends in middle school is proving to be a tough task. To change his fortunes, Greg decides to take a
leap of faith and turn his decisions over to chance. Will a roll of the dice turn things around, or is
Greg's life destined to be just another hard-luck story? It is perfect for readers of 8+ and also
reluctant readers. You can also discover Greg on the big screen in any one of the three Wimpy Kid Movie
box-office smashes. Ages 9+
The Wimpy Kid School Planner
Megamonster
Do-it-yourself Book
The Sky Beneath the Stone
The Third Wheel (Diary of a Wimpy Kid book 7)

Now everyone can have their own Wimpy Kid diary! Draw your own Wimpy-Kid-style cartoons, fill in facts and lists, check
out the full-colour comics inside and even write your own Wimpy Kid journal, just like Greg.Now with dozens of pages of
new content and a brand new cover!
Join Greg Heffley in the seventh book in Jeff Kinney's hilarious Diary of a Wimpy Kid series! When you live in a house
with four other people, some fool is always gonna come along and ruin things for you. Love is in the air, but what does
that mean for Greg Heffley? A Valentine's Day dance at Greg's school has turned his world upside down. As Greg
scrambles to find a date, he's worried he'll be left out in the cold on the big night. His best friend, Rowley, doesn't have
any prospects either but that's small consolation. Then an unexpected twist gives Greg a partner for the dance and
leaves Rowley the odd man out. But a lot can happen in one night, and in the end, you never know who's going to be
lucky in love . . . The world is full of millions of Wimpy Kid fans! 7+ readers of all abilities can't get their heads out of
Greg's diaries. Praise for Jeff Kinney: 'The world has gone crazy for Jeff Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - The Sun
'Kinney is right up there with J K Rowling as one of the bestselling children's authors on the planet' - Independent
'Hilarious' - Telegraph *Winner of Blue Peter's Best Book of the Last 10 Years award.*
Diary of a Wimpy Kid Greg Heffley finds himself thrust into a new year and a new school where undersize weaklings
share the corridors with kids who are taller, meaner and already shaving. Desperate to prove his new found maturity,
which only going up a grade can bring, Greg is happy to have his not-quite-so-cool sidekick, Rowley, along for the ride.
But when Rowley's star starts to rise, Greg tries to use his best friend's popularity to his own advantage. Recorded in his
diary with comic pictures and his very own words, this test of Greg and Rowley's friendship unfolds with hilarious results.
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Rodrick Rules Whatever you do, don't ask Greg about his summer vacation because he definitely
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doesn't want to talk about it . . . It's a brand-new year and a brand-new journal and Greg is keen to put the humiliating
(and secret!) events of last summer firmly behind him. But someone knows everything - someone whose job it is to most
definitely not keep anything embarrassing of Greg's private - his big brother, Rodrick. How can Greg make it through this
new school year with his not-quite-cool reputation intact? Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw The third laugh-out-loud
book in the bestselling phenomenon that is the Diary of a Wimpy Kid series. Greg's dad, Frank, is on a mission - a
mission to make this wimpy kid . . . well, less wimpy. All manner of 'manly' physical activities are planned, but Greg just
about manages to find a way out of them. That is until military academy is is mentioned and Greg realizes that he's going
to have to come up with something very special to get out of this one . . .
In The Third Wheel, love is in the air-but what does that mean for Greg Heffley? A Valentine's Day dance at Greg's
middle school has turned his world upside down. As Greg scrambles to find a date, he's worried he'll be left out in the
cold on the big night. His best friend, Rowley, doesn't have any prospects either, but that's a small consolation. Then an
unexpected twist gives Greg a partner for the dance and leaves Rowly the odd man out. But a lot can happen in one
night, and in the end, you never know who's going to be lucky in love. 'Writing The Third Wheel has been a lot of fun
because there's so much humor to be mined in the world of middle school romance. When the dust settles at the end of
the seventh book, the Wimpy universe will be changed in a way that will surprise fans of the series.' says author, Jeff
Kinney.
The Third Wheel
The new children's book from No. 1 bestselling author David Walliams - a timeless adventure illustrated
by artistic genius, Tony Ross.
Book 12 is the best yet in the brilliant, bestselling Diary of a Wimpy Kid series! Greg Heffley and his
family are getting out of town. With the cold weather setting in and the stress of the Christmas holiday
approaching, the Heffleys decide to escape to a tropical island resort for some much-needed rest and
relaxation. A few days in paradise should do wonders for Greg and his frazzled family. But the Heffleys
soon discover that paradise isn't everything it's cracked up to be. Sun-poisoning, stomach troubles and
venomous creatures all threaten to ruin the family's vacation. Can their trip be saved, or will this
island getaway end in disaster? Whether a loyal fan already or new to the Wimpy Kid books, THE GETAWAY
is the perfect book for young readers this Christmas. With engaging writing, hilarious illustrations on
every page and an action-packed holiday-based plot, THE GETAWAY is a winner. Praise for Jeff Kinney:
'The world has gone crazy for Jeff Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - Sun 'Kinney is right up there with J
K Rowling as one of the bestselling children's authors on the planet' - Independent 'The most hotly
anticipated children's book of the year is here - Diary of a Wimpy Kid' - Big Issue 'Hilarious' Page 8/9
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